Reproductive competition promotes the evolution of female weaponry
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Secondary sexual traits in females are a relatively rare phenomenon. Empirical studies have focused on the role of male mate choice in their evolution; however, recently it has been suggested that secondary sexual traits in females are more likely to be under selection via reproductive competition. We investigated female competition and the influence of female phenotype on fitness in Onthophagus sagittarius, a species of dung beetle that exhibits female-specific horns. We compared reproductive fitness when females were breeding in competition versus breeding alone and found that competition for breeding resources reduced fitness for all females, but that smaller individuals suffered a greater fitness reduction than larger individuals. When females were matched for body size, those with the longest horns gained higher reproductive fitness. The fitness function was positive and linear, favouring increased horn expression. Thus, we present evidence that female body size and horn size in O. sagittarius are under directional selection via competition for reproductive resources. Our study is a rare example of female contest competition selecting for female weaponry.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Secondary sexual traits are considered hallmarks of sexual selection arising as ornaments via mate choice, or as armaments via competition for access to mates (Darwin 1871; Andersson 1994). In some cases, secondary sexual traits may serve the dual function of ornament and armament (Berglund et al. 1996). Since males are typically the more adorned sex, the majority of studies have focused solely on secondary sexual trait evolution in males. The evolution of such traits in females has generated much less interest and has only very recently begun to be explored (Amundsen 2000; LeBas 2006; Clutton-Brock 2009).

There are numerous examples of independent evolutionary gains of secondary sexual traits in females (Irwin 1994; Burns 1998; Emlen et al. 2005; Ord & Stuart-Fox 2006). In cases in which females express similar or reduced versions of a trait that is also present in males, their existence is typically attributed to genetic correlations existing between the sexes such that selection favouring trait exaggeration in males causes a correlated response in females, whereas where the trait is specific to females, or expressed to a greater extent than in males, direct selection operating on females via male mate choice or female competition is invoked as an explanation (Kraaijeveld et al. 2007). Empirical studies of the functional significance of female secondary sexual traits have focused primarily on the role of male mate choice in driving their evolution, and findings have been mixed; males may prefer high, intermediate or even low levels of secondary sexual trait expression (Amundsen & Forsgren 2001; Nordeide 2002; Chenoweth et al. 2007). As a result, the conditions under which male mate preferences for female ornaments might be expected to drive secondary sexual trait evolution in females are unclear. In conventional mating systems in which females do not compete for males, secondary sexual trait evolution in females has traditionally been viewed as being constrained, since investment in sexual traits may tradeoff against fecundity (Fitzpatrick et al. 1995). However, any potential fecundity costs may be outweighed if trait expression confers a selective benefit.

An often overlooked role for female secondary sexual traits is their function in female contest competition (LeBas 2006). This is surprising given that theoretical considerations have predicted contest competition to be the principal initiating factor in secondary sexual trait evolution in males (Berglund et al. 1996). It is perhaps due to the perceived rarity of these traits in females, or the notion that males are typically the more competitive sex, that competition is often regarded as not having the selective potential to favour secondary sexual trait evolution in females. However, while it may be true that for many systems females do not typically compete for mates, maternally biased investment renders females much more likely than males to experience intense competition for resources important for reproduction (Clutton-Brock 2009). As a result, resource distribution becomes a key determinant of variance in female reproductive success and, thus, the intensity of selection operating on females.

There are examples of female competition for sexual resources (Johnson 1988; Langmore & Davies 1997; Bro-Jørgensen 2002; Heinsohn et al. 2005), and also for non-sexual resources (Wolf 1969). Female secondary sexual traits may be involved in these antagonistic interactions, with their relative expression correlating with aggressiveness (Owens et al. 1994; Jawor et al. 2004), dominance (Johnson 1988; Jones & Hunter 1999) and...
status (Murphy et al. 2009), suggesting an adaptive value for secondary sexual traits in female contest competition. Traits that function to enhance a female's ability to acquire breeding resources should directly influence female fitness and are therefore expected to be significant targets of sexual selection. However, direct evidence of the fitness advantages for females exhibiting more exaggerated secondary sexual traits is still lacking. Further, our present knowledge about the potential functions of secondary sexual traits in females is still limited to vertebrate taxa, specifically birds and mammals.

Here, we use the dung beetle, Onthophagus sagittarius, to explore reproductive competition in females. Onthophagine dung beetles locate and feed on fresh dung before burrowing below the ground to reproduce. Biparental care is a common feature of the onthophagine mating system, but it is not obligatory; a female may work alone or cooperate with a male to excavate an underground tunnel and drag dung fragments from the surface to an underground chamber to form a brood ball, into which she lays an egg (Hunt & Simmons 2000, a, b). One brood ball provides all the available nutrition for the developing larva, and the amount of dung provided determines offspring body size, a trait that correlates with female fecundity and male competitive ability, thus determining individual fitness (Lee & Peng 1981; Emlen 1994, 1997; Hunt & Simmons 1997, 1998, 2000).

Both male and female O. sagittarius express horns, but female horns are morphologically different to those of the male, being different in size and shape, and being expressed in different body locations (Watson & Simmons 2010). Genetic correlations between trait expression in males and females therefore seem an unlikely explanation for the evolution of these female-specific horns. Moreover, previous studies of this species have found no direct evidence for male mating preferences for female horn expression (Watson & Simmons 2010), even though horn expression is a predictor of fecundity in the absence of female competition (Simmons & Emlen 2008). Our aims in this study were to investigate whether female O. sagittarius experience competition for access to dung, a resource vital for brood ball production, and to determine the effects of female body size and horn expression on competitive female fitness.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Beetles were reproductively mature, first-generation offspring that bred from individuals collected from Kilcoy, Queensland, Australia, and were reared using established protocols (Hunt & Simmons 2000; Kotiaho & Simmons 2003; Simmons & Emlen 2008).

(a) Fitness consequences of female competition

Body size and horn size measurements of reproductively mature females were obtained using digital callipers and a dissecting microscope with eyepiece graticule, respectively. We measured pronotum width (mm), as this trait reliably measures overall body size (Emlen 1997), and the length of the head horn as a measure of horn size. All measurements were conducted by N.L.W. and are highly repeatable (Watson & Simmons 2010).

Females were first split into three body size categories based on pronotum width: small (4.44–4.99 mm), medium (5.00–5.35 mm) and large (5.37–5.53 mm). The three size classes of females were each divided across two 20 l buckets, three-quarters filled with moist sand and supplied with fresh dung. Males were introduced into these buckets, which were left undisturbed for 7 days to allow mating. Population densities in all mating buckets were the same, with an even sex ratio (40 males : 40 females). One bucket from each female size class was populated with males that had previously undergone sterilizing irradiation, a routine method that has been used previously to sterilize male onthophagines (Hunt & Simmons 2001). Males were sterilized by first anaesthetizing them under nitrogen (5 l min⁻¹) for 10 min and then exposing them to 10 krad of irradiation from a cobalt-60 source. Irradiation induces sublethal mutations in sperm such that irradiated males produce sperm that are functionally competent but result in early embryonic mortality. Eggs fertilized by sperm from irradiated males are not viable, so that brood balls void of larva could be attributed to females mated to irradiated males. The second bucket of females from each size class was provided with normal fertile males, so that any brood balls containing viable eggs/larva could be assigned to these females. Thus, irradiation was used as a marker with which to unambiguously assign maternity to females from a particular size category when those females were breeding together. Females mated to fertile males were used as ‘focal’ females in our competitive breeding trials, whereas females mated to irradiated males were used as background ‘non-focal’ females.

(i) Females breeding alone

We established 60 mated focal females (20 from each size category) individually in breeding chambers (PVC piping 30 cm in length, 9 cm in diameter, three-quarters filled with moist sand and supplied with 25 ml fresh cow dung). Breeding chambers were left for 12 days, after which time they were sieved and brood balls were collected, counted, excess sand was removed and the balls were then weighed. These data provided a baseline expectation for reproductive performance of females in the absence of female contest competition.

(ii) Females breeding in competition

We established 60 focal females (20 replicates for each size category) in breeding chambers, each accompanied by two non-focal females. Thus, each breeding chamber contained three females (one from each size category), but only one female had been mated to a male with viable sperm. Breeding chambers were left for 12 days, after which time they were sieved, brood balls were collected and counted, excess sand was removed, then the balls were weighed and checked for egg viability. The number of broods from the focal female (viable) and her two competitors (inviable) were scored.

(b) Independent effect of horn size on competitive female fitness

To examine the effects of horn size on competitive success, we controlled for the effects of body size by comparing relative female fitness (the difference in numbers of brood balls produced) between two females that were matched for body size but differed in horn size. Females were selected for competitive trials by plotting the relationship between female body size and horn size (figure 1) and selecting two females that had either a positive or negative residual horn length for a given pronotum width. We measured 188 females from which we selected 31 pairs that were matched.
had been matched for body size (horn length (horn length of focal female)) and horn size (head horn length). Symbol size represents from 1 to 3 overlapping data points ($R^2 = 0.87$, $p < 0.0001$).

for body size. Each of the females from a competitive pair was mated either to a normal male or to an irradiated male, so that we were able to assign maternity based on the viability of the broods produced. Pairs of females were then set up in breeding chambers, with 12 ml of dung to ensure that resource availability was limited. Breeding chambers were left for 12 days, after which time the number of broods produced by each female was assessed.

3. RESULTS

(a) Fitness consequences of female competition
Female size category, presence/absence of competition and the interaction between the two were entered as variables into a general linear model to examine their effects on female fitness (number of brood balls produced by the focal female). The model explained 54 per cent of the variance ($F_{3,81} = 19.77, p < 0.001$), and all variables entered were significant: female size category, $F_{2,81} = 9.36, p < 0.001$; competition, $F_{1,81} = 66.04, p < 0.001$; size category × female competition, $F_{2,81} = 3.64, p = 0.031$.

The presence of other individuals during brood ball production reduced female fitness for females of all sizes (figure 2). The extent of the reduction in female fitness was dependent on female body size, such that small females suffered the greatest reduction in brood ball productivity, whereas large females suffered the least.

(b) Independent effect of horn size on competitive female fitness
A linear regression was fitted between relative fitness (number of broods produced by focal female − number of broods produced by non-focal female) and relative horn length (horn length of focal female − horn length of non-focal female) of pairs of breeding females that had been matched for body size ($R^2 = 0.54, p < 0.001, F_{1,29} = 33.48$). The data in figure 3 show that when two females of the same body size were in competition for breeding resources, females with larger horns produced more brood balls, thereby achieving greater reproductive fitness.

4. DISCUSSION

We found that contest competition between female O. sagittarius resulted in a reduction in fitness. Females produced significantly fewer broods when in competition with other breeding females, indicating that competition and/or interference from other females reduced access to dung for brood ball construction. Since one brood ball represents one offspring, the acquisition of dung directly determines female fitness. Females that fail to access dung will not produce offspring; thus, dung is a resource that is vital for reproduction.

It can take a female several hours to construct one brood ball (Hunt & Simmons 2002a), and dung pat quality can decline rapidly depending on climatic conditions, reducing its suitability for use (Moczek & Cochrane 2006). Dung is therefore ephemeral and spatially variable, and competition for access to it, and therefore selection on competitive ability, is likely to be intense. Furthermore, the removal and transport of dung into underground breeding chambers for brood ball construction renders dung a defendable resource within a confined environment in which encounters with other individuals are common. There is evidence that reproductive competition is a feature of female life histories in the genus Onthophagus; females have been found to exhibit intraspecific brood parasitism, raiding other females’ brood balls, stealing dung or replacing existing eggs with their own, thereby exploiting a competitor’s investment (Moczek & Cochrane 2006). Onthophagine females can also be victims of interspecific parasitism (González Megías & Sánchez-Piñero 2003). A female’s probability of success in such encounters, whether it be defence of her own brood or attack of another female’s, is likely to be strongly determined by her competitive ability. It has been speculated for the horned beetle Coprophanaeus ensifer, in which both males and females are horned, that female horns might function in defence of nesting resources from rival females, and also against unwanted mating attempts (Otronen 1988). Our data for O. sagittarius illustrate

![Figure 1: Relationship between female body size (pronotum width) and horn length.](http://example.com/figure1.png)

![Figure 2: Focal female fitness (average number of brood balls produced ± 1 s.e.) when breeding alone (black bars) and in competition (white bars) for all female size categories.](http://example.com/figure2.png)
directly the importance of female horns during competition for resources.

We found that the magnitude of the effect imposed by competition on individual female fitness was dependent on female body size. In the presence of competition, small females suffered the greatest reduction in fitness, medium-sized females less so and large females were best able to withstand the effects of competition, suffering the smallest reduction in brood ball productivity. Large females therefore appear to be at a selective advantage during female contest competition. Body size and weapon size have been shown to be important in determining the outcome of contests in many taxa (Andersson 1994). In horned beetles, body size and horn size have both been shown to correlate positively with victory in male contests for access to females (e.g. Eberhard 1979; Ottonen 1988; Rasmussen 1994; Pomfret & Knell 2006), with the influence of horn length on competitive success becoming more important when competitors are of similar body sizes (Emlen 1997; Moczek & Emlen 2000). In our study, by matching two competing females that had been matched for body size, the focal female had a larger horn and produced more broods relative to her competitor.

The horns of female O. sagittarius are likely to determine contest outcome via direct physical interaction during combat, although in theory they might also act as signals for non-contact assessment of competitive ability: so-called badges of status (Pärt & Qvarnström 1997; Panhuis & Wilkinson 1999). Behavioural observations suggest that, like other horned beetles (Eberhard 1979), O. sagittarius females use their horns to interact directly with other females; the pronotal and head horns of two rivals ‘interlock’ in a manner such that females can pry and push rivals within confined tunnels to evict resident females, and thereby retain tunnel possession (N. L. Watson 2009, personal observations). As such, the horns of female O. sagittarius function similarly to those of male onthophagine beetles, but instead of being used in contests over mates, they are used for access to resources, a situation that has been found in some birds and mammals (e.g. Heinsohn et al. 2005; Robinson & Kruuk 2007).

Our data show that under competitive situations, body size and horn size in O. sagittarius females are subject to directional sexual selection. In a previous study, we examined the role of male mate choice in female horn evolution. We found little evidence to suggest that males have overt preferences for females based on horn size (Watson & Simmons 2010). Therefore, given the available evidence, the horns of female O. sagittarius are best viewed as weapons, agreeing with previous findings for male onthophagine beetles. However, since the horns are female-specific in O. sagittarius, our findings represent a rare example of a secondary sexual trait that is under intrasexual selection via reproductive competition among females.

The evolution of female weaponry has been explored in other taxa, with the prevailing conclusion being that these traits are under natural selection (Klitie 1985; Stankowich & Caro 2009). However, this conclusion may be due to that fact that the concept of intrasexual selection is often applied restrictively, only considering competition for ‘mating’ opportunities (Andersson 1994), when in fact selection acts on traits of both sexes involved in competition for ‘reproductive opportunities’, including competition for ‘mating’ and ‘breeding’. Comparisons of weapon function between males and females may fail to recognize the operation of sexual selection on females, simply because competition for mates is not observed. Use of the term ‘social selection’ (West-Eberhard 1983) to refer to competition over resources that are linked to reproduction has further obscured the perception of sexual selection acting on females. Thus, it is important to delineate whether competition is occurring for sexual or non-sexual resources, since it is this that determines whether the evolution of traits that enhance female fitness via competitive ability can be attributed to sexual selection (Clutton-Brock 2007). Inability to do so can result in traits present in females that are functionally similar to those in males being ignored as examples of sexual selection operating in females.

Although it has been voiced numerous times (Amundsen 2000; LeBas 2006; Clutton-Brock 2007), unfortunately it still remains the case that the topic of female competition over reproduction represents a gap in sexual selection theory, and that ‘the fitness consequences of competitive interactions constitute a vast area of ignorance’ (Berglund et al. 1993, p. 186). Our data provide a rare example of sexual selection via female contest competition acting...
on a female secondary sexual trait, and we hope that our study will stimulate increased effort to document such selection in other taxa.
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